The ARRI SkyPanel has always been known for its tremendous output and large light aperture. The new S360-C has expanded ARRI’s LED soft light range with the largest and brightest SkyPanel to date. Not only is the S360-C powerful, but it is packed full of exciting features, making it one of the most versatile LED fixtures on the market. Retaining the same features and color tuneability as its smaller counterparts, the surface area of the S360-C is over 5.8 times larger than the S60 and at over 120,000 lumens it consumes only 1500 watts. The S360-C is truly a beast of a light.

120,000 lumens – one of the brightest LED soft lights on the market

Enormous aperture

Over 4 times brighter than S60

Wireless DMX built in

Unique carbon fiber yoke

Full range of accessories

Fully Tuneable

Outstanding color rendition

Same features as other SkyPanels

Runs off one typical power circuit

SkyPanel® is a registered trademark of Arnold & Richter Cine Technik GmbH & Co. Betriebs KG.